Welcome to our first newsletter

Welcome to the first newsletter from the Careers Team. Through this newsletter we hope to keep you up-to-date with the latest news about career-related activities organized by our team, different programmes offered by local and overseas institutions, different jobs in Hong Kong, and the multiple pathways for S6 graduates. Please keep looking at our notice boards, our website and our Facebook page in addition to reading this newsletter.
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Notice Boards

1/F, Block B
2/F, Block C

Website


Facebook Page

https://www.facebook.com/slscareersteam

Our Work

- Provide guidance and counselling to assist students to understand their aspirations, abilities and needs and plan their career path
- Equip students with job related and life skills, such as interviewing skills, communication skills, decision-making skills and social skills, etc.
- Collect, update and disseminate information on further education, vocational training opportunities, job opportunities and requirements of different jobs
Visit to the Optometry Department of The Hong Kong Polytechnic University for a Mind-blowing Experience

By S4D TSOI Kin Hang, Kenneth

Before Dr. Thomas LAM, Assistant Professor at the School of Optometry in PolyU, took us on a guided tour, he differentiated between an optometrist (視光師) and an ophthalmologist (眼科醫生), which many people find it confusing. According to Dr. LAM, optometrists provide primary vision and eye care to people while an ophthalmologist diagnoses and treats all eye diseases such as Trachoma (砂眼), performs eye surgery and prescribes and fits eyeglasses and contact lenses to correct vision problems.

In addition to this knowledge input, everyone was in awe of the fully equipped laboratory and fascinated by all the professional optical gears we found there.

Date of Visit: 30th January, 2015
Programme Name: BSc (Hons) in Optometry

JUPAS Programme Code: 3650
Programme website:

Visit to Customs and Excise Training School

By S2C TANG Ho Long

I have heard about what Customs Inspectors do from the news but didn't know that the job as an Inspector offers such a surprisingly high salary - above $30,000 per month! Also, the working environment is spacious and comfortable. But what I like most about working at the Customs and Excise Department is that it offers different job opportunities.

Date of Visit: 30th April, 2015
Visit to Pat Heung Fire Services Training School

By S2C NG Yik Yu Nicholas

In this visit, I have learnt that besides fireman, there are also roles like ambulance driver, diver, and marine fireman in the Fire Services Department. They enjoy generous welfare, for example: they have two days off after each working day. But this job demands fitness, bravery, discipline and a helpful heart. To perform all the duties, I should be skilled at running and not afraid of heat.

Date of Visit: 26th February, 2015

Job Shadowing at Doctor Tang Shun Cheung's Clinic

By S2C NG Yik Yu Nicholas

In my opinion, this activity is the best among the others. It is because I can have a hands-on experience of the everyday duties of a clinic nurse and doctor. In this activity, I have learnt more about the process of running a clinic, in which each procedure requires a lot of care. The vital personalities required in these two jobs are to stay caring, compassionate, and responsible.

Date of Visit: 14th March, 2015
Activities Gallery

Working Reality

Job shadowing at Doctor Tang Shun Cheung’s clinic

Job shadowing dolphin trainers

Science Museum Visit

Hotel School Touch Day

Notice board and Careers Section in the school library

Engineering Exploration Programme
2015 Visit to Central-Wan Chai Bypass

HKU Information Day

Visit to the Optometry Department of The Hong Kong Polytechnic University

Winner of the S3 Careers Webpage Design Competition

S3A LEUNG Vince Matthew Pineda
Winning Webpage: http://home.stlouis.edu/~sle21746/project.html

Vince Matthew Leung

IT matters not what someone is born, but what they grow to be.
—John Dumboldt

Born and raised in Hong Kong, I am half Filipino and half Chinese. I am not one of an artist rather than an affable, I am a problem-solver with a good sense of humor. I do not believe any kind of injustice or

Computer Engineer/ Web Designer:

I love working with computers. I have always been fascinated by how computers work, and how they can be used to solve problems. Technology has always been a passion of mine, and I enjoy being able to use it to create something new.

Volunteer:

I enjoy working with children and helping them learn more about the world. I am a firm believer in making sure that children have the best possible start in life, and I am always looking for ways to help them.

Jounalist:

I love to tell stories, and I enjoy using photography to make my stories more interesting. I am always looking for new and interesting stories to tell.

Model:

Writing stories from my imagination is my passion. I love creating new and interesting stories that people can enjoy. Whether I am writing about a character or a place, I always try to make sure that the story is engaging and fun.